At a Glance

Cocoa Packs began in 2015 as an effort to provide weekend food assistance to children
experiencing food insecurity. What we’ve realized, however, is that food is not the only barrier
for children, it’s just one of them. As Cocoa Packs has grown, the weekly Packs have become
the gateway to a number of wraparound services offered to each child enrolled, addressing
their overall wellness.

Mission

COCOA
PACKS
PROVIDES
SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD & OTHER
SUPPORT TO LOCAL CHILDREN IN
NEED TO ENHANCE THEIR OVERALL
WELLNESS.

Vision

A WORLD WHERE ALL CHILDREN
HAVE WHAT THEY NEED TO SUCCEED.

Every child deserves the chance to reach their full potential.
Once completed, the Cocoa Packs building will be a place of
physical and emotional nourishment for the 1,300+
children we currently assist and the additional children we
will be able to enroll. It will also be a place of opportunity for
the thousands of volunteers and volunteer groups who
faithfully serve our organization to engage in the success of
their community.

WEEKLY FOOD PACKS.

The core of Cocoa Packs mission and gateway to all services, weekly Packs contain 27-30
items. We currently serve over 1,300 students in 18 school districts across several counties
from seven different operating locations.
QUARTERLY EVENTS
All children enrolled in the Cocoa
Packs program become eligible to
access the Cocoa Packs Clothing
Closet, which provides clothing to
meet the needs of our children and
help them succeed.

On a quarterly basis, we provide
interactive stations to promote
overall wellness, teach skills and
engage children in positive ways to
learn.

Cocoa Packs Food Rescue focuses on
the practice of rescuing fresh, edible
food from food service partners in the
FOODRESCUE area that will go directly into the hands
of the children we assist.

To enhance their overall learning and
provide children the chance to
experience something new, we offer a
learning space which includes a
lending library, computers, desks,
printers, creative coloring stations,
and homework help.

Cocoa Packs Presents spreads
holiday joy and provides a unique
shopping experience for families of
the children we assist. It is made
entirely possible by the collective
teamwork of our generous community
and local businesses.

ENHANCE OVERALL LEARNING

ADVOCACY & LOVE

Helping children wherever they are
in life by championing for them in a
variety of arenas so they can succeed
in all areas of life.

